What determines MALDI ion yields? A molecular dynamics study of ion loss mechanisms.
Ion recombination in matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) is as important as any ion formation process in determining the quantity of ions observed but has received comparatively little attention. Molecular dynamics simulations are used here to investigate some models for recombination, including a Langevin-type model, a soft threshold model and a tunneling model. The latter was found to be superior due to its foundations in a widespread physical phenomenon, and its lack of excessive sensitivity to parameter choice. Tunneling recombination in the Marcus inverted region may be a major reason why MALDI is a viable analytical method, by allowing ion formation to exceed ion loss on the time scale of the plume expansion. Ion velocities, photoacoustic transients and pump-probe measurements might be used to investigate the role of recombination in different MALDI matrices, and to select new matrices.